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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome back to American Mead Maker. This issue
focuses on the dramatic legislative challenges and
successes of the American Mead Makers Association.
In less than 3 years our organization has really come
together to produce some excellent results. In addition
to establishing a relationship with the TTB and finding common ground to work on, the efforts of AMMA’s
members and leaders are boosting the awareness of
mead in the US and beyond.

me appreciate all of the work that our members and
board put in to be a part of expanding our industry. So
as I pack my bags to head out to the Mazer Cup in a few
days, my “Hats off” to all of you who keep making and
drinking great mead!
Cheers,

Jeff Herbert

Our Second Annual Mead Industry Report is published
in this issue, and we are once again very satisfied with
the sales and production activity we have recorded. We
strive to present an increasingly accurate representation of the US Mead Industry, and this year we have tripled the number of responses to our survey compared
to the first report. Keep up the great work, we all benefit
from the increasing participation in AMMA activities.
In addition to more mead in the US, there is better
mead in the US. I recently have been able to try many
different commercial meads friends have shared, and
compared to what was available just a few years ago, the
overall selection and quality of US mead is fantastic.
This year will see AMMA working and reporting on
more research and development of best practices for
mead making, so stay tuned to the Journal.
In this issue Ricky Klein speaks about the many hats a
mead maker must wear. Last week I woke up at my Fire
Station for a call in the middle of the night and looked
over at the wall to grab a hat, and I saw my Fire Dept.
cap and my Superstition Meadery hat next to each other. I grabbed the correct one, as I laughed to myself and
headed out to drive the engine. That moment makes
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Letter From The President

A

s we get closer to our
annual business meeting
coming up in a few short
weeks, followed a month
later by the third anniversary of the
founding of the Association, I look
back over the last year and can’t help
but be overwhelmed by all that the
organization has accomplished.
In February 2014 the new Honey and
Pollination Center at UC Davis, in
cooperation with the Robert Mondavi Institute for Wine and Food
Science presented the first of its kind
Mead Makers Short Course. The
American Mead Makers Association
played a significant role in pulling
that together including identifying
potential speakers and getting the
word out to the Mead industry. The
event was such a success that UC
Davis did it again in November.
Throughout the summer months the
Legislative Committee met by phone
on a regular basis and in August a
contingent of mead makers traveled
to Washington, DC and met with the
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade
Bureau. Their main objective was to
present to the TTB a new definition
of mead, which had been adopted
by the industry at the March 2014
Annual Business Meeting. The intent
was to get an administrative ruling
that would bring some consistency
6
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to labeling and allow for the use of
the word “Mead” without having to
couch it in a fanciful name to use it.
Unfortunately the TTB ruled against
the proposal stating that they interpret the definition of Mead as it
is written in the Internal Revenue
Code (IRC). In order to change the
definition of Mead it would require
changing the definition in the IRC.
From the technology front, we
have been working diligently on
moving the association’s business
operations from a mostly manual
system to an integrated technology
driven solution. Our new website
will have built in membership applications, payments and donations,
discussion forums, storefront and
an industry directory. The site will
be using the new identity package
discussed previously which will give
the AMMA the professional identity
it so deserves. We have completed
transitioning the email database
from my personal email service to
Mail Chimp, an online mail service,
which gives us more features and
flexibility. Look for our announcement by email when the site goes live!
Another bit of great news to come out
of 2014 is the new corporate identity
graphics package that Paul Reiss has
created for the Association, which
the Board unanimously adopted. You

may have already seen the logo in use
in this Journal. Paul is co-Founder
of Artaic, a graphics design company and owner of the mead blog,
Meadist.com, and is the Art Director for the Association’s Journal.
This year did not pass, however,
without growing pains including
the challenges we have overcome
in the process of developing our
new online presence. As with any
new organization we have had some
issues keeping up with the growth
in both the industry and the Association itself. I am certain that we
will continue to succeed as we come
to face these ongoing challenges.
In closing I would like to express my
sincere appreciation to everyone who
worked for the Association in the last
year: The members of the Board and
the committees, those who donated
to the Legislative Committee’s legal
fund and our two new Life Members.
This next year promises more growth
in the industry and the Association.
It will take all of us working together
to meet these challenges head on!
Wassail!

Chris Webber
President
American Mead Makers Association
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Huge win for mead makers
AMMA’s Legislative committee comes through

have been disapproved even to wear
of braggots into the mead category.
the name “mead” on their front labels! We also pointed out that approv- Fortunately our disappointment did
s has been reported earlier, als for use of the word “mead” on the
not last too long.
members of AMMA’s
labels seemed to be inconsistent and
Legislative Committee
capricious, and all we were asking for As we debated the meaning and immet face to face with TTB was consistency in the rules, to make pact of the TTB’s response letter over
personnel in August 2014. We asked
it easier for commercial meaderies to the course of a few Legislative Comthe TTB to adopt AMMA’s broader
get approvals on the first submission. mittee meetings, the TTB was busy at
definition of “mead” for formula and
work writing and formally publishing
label approvals (see the bottom of
In December the TTB formally
a set of FAQ’s relating to mead (or,
this post), and had what felt like a
responded with a letter addressed to
in the TTB’s preferred terminology,
productive and collaborative conver- AMMA and mailed to our president
“Honeywine”). These were formalsation about the difficulties faced by
Chris Webber. This letter was disly published on February 17, 2015.
meadmakers in getting approvals for
heartening in that it stated that the
The truly wonderful aspect of these
honest labels. We also tried to get the
TTB’s position is that the broader
published FAQ’s is that they serve
TTB to understand that it’s difficult
definition of “mead” adopted by the
as a reference document not only for
to grow the mead industry, and for
AMMA is in opposition to current
us meadmakers who are trying to
consumers to become educated about Federal Alcohol Act (FAA) legislation, understand what the rules are regardmead, when so many of its products
particularly regarding the inclusion
ing formula and label requirements
Chrissie Manion Zaerpoor
AMMA Legislative Committee Chair

A

One of the four major committees of the AMMA is the Legislative Committee. This committee was formed to prioritize and address regulatory and
legislative issues that are in the way of the growth of the American mead
industry.
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and approvals, but also that the FAQ’s
serve as reference documents for the
TTB agents tasked with approving
the formulas and labels. Now when
your submitted label is in question,
you can refer your TTB agent to the
FAQ’s and have a common reference
point for the discussion.
The FAQ’s are published at http://
www.ttb.gov/faqs/alcohol_faqs.shtml#hw and it is a good idea to read
through them and to bookmark them.
They are incredibly useful to refer
to, both when you’re submitting a
formula and when you’re submitting
a label, and when you’re talking to
a TTB agent after submitting either.
There’s a lot of repetition, so I will
summarize them.
They are numbered HW1 through
HW28, where “HW” stands for
“Honeywine.” As you will see, these
FAQ’s give us about 80% of what we
were asking for in the August meeting, and will go a long way to getting
the word “mead” on more products.
Having more products labeled as
“mead” will serve to promote our industry every time someone reads one
of these labels. We believe this will
greatly streamline the formula and
label approval processes. So, paying
members: Please pat yourselves on
the back, and thank you very much for
paying your dues to AMMA and for
any additional contributions (monetary or otherwise) that you have made
to the Legislative Committee.
HW1 & HW2 & HW6: The TTB
defines “standard mead” and “standard Honeywine” to be essentially
interchangeable terms. Mead is an
“agricultural wine,” not a beer or a
spirit. “Standard honeywines” may
not contain any coloring or flavoring
other than hops, may not be forti-

UPS SHIPPing UPDATES
In 2014 several Meadery owners reported having difficulties with their
applications for shipper accounts with UPS being denied; while other
Meadery owners would say “I don’t know what your problem is, I got
approved with no issues.” As seems to be the case in so many issues,
the perceived “capriciousness” or “lack of knowledge of mead” actually turns out to be due to the strange alcohol laws that are unique to
post-Prohibition United States.
On March 12, 2015 a teleconference was held with AMMA President
Chris Webber, AMMA Legislative Committee Chair Chrissie Manion
Zaerpoor, UPS, and UPS corporate attorney Julie A. Nicholson of Morrison & Foerster LLP in San Francisco. Here we learned that the issue
of meaderies being rejected for shipper accounts is because the repeal
of Prohibition gave the States power to regulate alcohol production and
sales within their state. So even though we had a big win last month
with the TTB clarifying its definition of “Mead” and “Honeywine,” alcohol law is one of the few areas where federal law does not necessarily
trump state law. There are a handful of states that define “wine” legally
as being fermented from fruit, berries, vegetables, or their juices, and
that definition does not include honey. So in certain states, UPS is
rightly denying requests to ship something other than what is legally
defined as wine to those particular states.
The recent phone call was an important first step because (1) we now
understand that there does indeed exist a serious barrier to meaderies
conducting business in several states, (2) we understand why some
meadmakers are responding “Well, I didn’t have a problem so I don’t
think it’s an issue” (that’s a false position), and (3) UPS’s attorney will
do the research for us by providing a state-by-state listing of what the
issues are related to shipping mead both into and out of that state, at
no cost to AMMA. We should have that information very soon. Once
we have the list in hand, AMMA has something that it can work on. I
suspect that in many states, it’s a simple oversight that can easily be
resolved by getting all of the licensed meaderies in that state to sign a
joint letter to their appropriate legislative committee, which AMMA’s
legislative committee will be happy to coordinate. I predict that within
one to two years we should have all of these issues resolved in all states
(specifically I am talking about the definition of “wine” for the purpose
of shipping direct to a consumer), and we promise to keep you posted
here in the AMMA Quarterly Journal.
Full UPS policy current as of March 2015 is available at http://www.
ups.com/wine. There’s a link at the bottom of the page “Read Wine
Contract Addendum A” which itemizes the list of allowed and disallowed states to ship to, by state of the licensed winery.
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fied with wine spirits, and may not
contain more than 14% alcohol by
volume. Standard honeywines must
be made exclusively from honey, hops,
water, and yeast. You can label such
products either “mead” or “Honeywine” at your discretion. (AMMA encourages you to use the word “mead”
whenever you can get approval to do
so.) Basically the TTB uses “standard
Honeywine” in the same way that the
judging guidelines use “traditional
mead,” except that hops are allowed
and alcohol content is topped at
14%. It is now formally documented
in HW6 that the terms “honeywine”
and “mead” are interchangeable, even
when used as part of a composition
statement (example: Honeywine with
natural cherry flavor” and “mead with
natural cherry flavor” are now formally allowed). Woo-hooooo!
It should be noted that if your product
is over 14% alcohol by volume, you
may not use the word mead unless it
is in the fanciful product name. But
don’t fret too much because the category of “other than standard honeywines” gives us all a great big sandbox
to play in.
HW3 & HW4: Yes you need a Certificate of Label Approval (COLA) for all
meads and honeywines of all types…
except that there are exemptions for
products containing less than 7%
alcohol by volume, and for products
that will not be sold or shipped over
your state line or out of the country.
Even if your mead or Honeywine
contains less than 7% alcohol and is
exempt from needing a COLA, it must
still comply with FDA food labeling
requirements, including ingredient
labeling, nutrient labeling, and allergen labeling requirements.
HW5: Any alcoholic beverage con-

10
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taining more than 0.5% alcohol by
volume must be labeled with the
usual health warning statement for
alcohol.

allowed. Again, the AMMA strongly
encourages you to choose to use the
word “mead” rather than the word
“Honeywine” in this context, but the
law provides you the freedom to do
HW7: Any Honeywine containing not either. (Note that HW8 and HW9
apply to products made by fermenting
less than 7% alcohol must be labeled
all this stuff together from the bewith all of the following mandatory
ginning of the process.) And yes you
information on the label; and must
need a TTB formula approval before
further comply with other existing
producing an “other than standard
regulations including IRC requirements in 27 CFR parts 24, 26, and 27 Honeywine” (see also HW18).
including:
HW10: applies to products blended
after the fermentation is complete.
Brand name
If
you blend finished blueberry wine
Class or type designation
and finished mead, you may not call
Name and address of the bottler
the product “blueberry mead” either
or importer, as applicable
as a fanciful name or as a designation,
“because
it would be misleading.” For
Net contents of the container
blended products, the TTB will apAlcohol content
prove statements of composition such
Sulfite statement (“contains sulas “blueberry wine – honey wine” or
fites”) if applicable
“blueberry wine – mead”
Health Warning Statement
HW11 & HW12 & HW13 & HW23:
HW8 & HW9 & HW19: If there
“Effervescent wine” is defined as
are other ingredients than honey
containing more than 0.392 grams of
and hops, you may not just call the
product “Honeywine” or “mead”. You carbon dioxide per 100 milliliters. If
it meets this criterion, effervescent
need to use a “truthful and adequate
Honeywine
must be labeled as “sparstatement of composition” such as
kling”
or
“carbonated,”
as appropriate.
“rhubarb-honey wine” or “rhubarb
Note
that
these
two
terms
are not
mead”. This applies both the “agriinterchangeable. “Sparkling wine” is
cultural products” such as rhubarb
made that way by secondary fermenand green walnut fruits which do
tation in a closed tank or bottle. Such
not contain significant amounts of
fermentable sugars, also to the entire products may be labeled “sparkling
mead” or “sparkling Honeywine” (or
spectrum of whole or crushed fruits
presumably, “sparkling cherry mead”).
containing significant fermentable
sugars, and also to the full spectrum “Carbonated wine” is made that way
by injection of carbon dioxide gas
of fruit juices. So, hello, this is a big,
big win. Whatever melomel you want such as brite tanking, and must be
labeled “carbonated mead” or etc.
to make, henceforth you should have
Both sparkling wines and carbonated
no problem at all labeling it with the
word “mead” as part of the statement meads (over 0.392 grams of CO2 per
100 milliliters) are subject to higher
of composition such a “cherry-hontax rates than still wine, per HW22
ey wine” or “cherry mead.” Fanciful
and HW23 below.
names such as “cherry bee” are also

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bottles. Wine including mead may
HW14 applies to the use of colorings
be packed in kegs as long as the kegs
and flavors: When you add coloring
conform to one of the standards of fill.
or flavoring materials other than
If the wine is packed in a container
hops, the end product is no longer
larger than 18 liters it is exempt from
a standard agricultural wine, and
standards of fill requirements (see 27
is no longer a standard Honeywine.
CFR 4.70(b)(2).
But adding such things to a base of
Honeywine or mead is perfectly legal
and acceptable to the TTB when
HW17: The following may be added in
it’s designated with a truthful and
the production of “standard Honadequate statement of composition,
eywine”: water to facilitate fermensuch as “Honeywine with natural
tation, not reducing the mixture
ginger flavor” or “cherry-flavored
below 13 degrees brix starting gravity.
mead,” and it may also be labeled with (Because this would result in a mead
a distinctive or fanciful name such as under 7% alcohol, which would no
“cherry honey delight”. “Cherry mead” longer be a “standard Honeywine”.)
would not be approved if real cherHops not to exceed one pound of hops
ries or real cherry juice was not part
per 1,000 pounds of honey. (Yes you
of the primary fermentation (refer
are allowed to use more hops, but
back to HW8 and HW9 for when you
then you are not allowed to label the
may use “cherry mead”). You may use product as standard “Honeywine” or
“cherry-flavored mead” as the fanciful “mead;” rather it would then fall into
name, so long as it is accompanied by
the non-standard category.) Pure, dry
an appropriate statement of composi- sugar or honey for backsweetening
tion as the designation, such as “hon- only after fermentation is completed.
ey wine with artificial and natural
Standard mead or Honeywine must
cherry flavor added.”
be 14% alcohol or less, and 35 degrees
Brix or less.
HW15 addresses appellation of origin.
27 CFR 4.25 permits grape wine and
HW18: you must obtain TTB formula
agricultural wines to be labeled with
approval before producing standard
an appellation of origin such as coun- honeywines. Refer to the TTB’s fortry, state, or county, assuming that
mulation web page at http://www.ttb.
certain conditions are met. However
gov/formulation/index.shtml.
only grape wine may be labeled with
an appellation that is an American
HW20: IRC requirements and TTB
Viticultural Area (AVA). “Sonoma
regulations at 27 CFR 24.257 apply to
County AVA Mead” is disallowed.
all wines removed from wine premises, including those under 7% alcohol,
HW16: The TTB’s standards of fill ap- and including containers larger than
ply only to wines (including meads)
four liters (e.g. kegs). Labels may be
that contain not less than 7% alcohol
cut, printed, or otherwise legibly and
by volume. 12-oz is not an approved
durably marked upon the container
standard of fill for wine. Meads and
or placed on a label or tag securely
honeywines containing less than 7%
affixed to the container, and must
alcohol *may* be sold in 12-oz botinclude:
tles. This is a big win. Session meads
under 7% alcohol may indeed be sold
Name and address of the wine
in 12-oz (and 22-oz) standard beer
premises

•

• Brand name
• Alcohol content
• Net contents of the container
• “kind of wine” which means class

or type in accordance with part 4,
or an adequate statement of composition with enough information
to identify the tax class when
viewed with the alcohol content.

HW21: Yes you need a winery license,
a bond, and permission from the TTB
to operate before you produce or
blend any wine or mead for sale that
contains not less than 7% alcohol. A
basic permit is not required for producers that only make wine less than
7% alcohol.
HW22 & HW23 & HW24 taxes:

• Still wines (less than 0.392 grams
CO2 per 100 ml):

• Not more than 14% alcohol by
volume, $1.07 per gallon

• Over 21% and not more than 21%
by volume, $1.57 per gallon

• Over 21% and not more than 24%
by volume, $3.15 per gallon

• Effervescent wines (over 0.392
grams CO2 per 100 ml):

• Artificially carbonated wine:
$3.30 per gallon

• Sparkling wine: $3.40 per gallon
Domestic mead producers are considered equivalent to domestic wine
producers for tax law purposes, and
are eligible for the small producer
tax credit if they produce no more
than 250,000 gallons of wine during
a calendar year. The credit may be
taken on the first 100,000 gallons of
wine removed for consumption or
sale during a calendar year, and does
not apply to sparkling wine, including
sparkling mead that is not produced
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at a qualified bonded wine premises
in the United States.
HW25: Requirements for importing
meads. I’m going to skip summarizing this one as I don’t think it applies
to too many mead makers, but the
bottom line is it should help level the
playing field in terms of the competitive advantage that foreign mead
labels have had over American mead
labels for the last several decades.
The TTB agent will be referring to
this same set of FAQ’s when approving import labels as well.
HW26: Breweries may not produce
any kind of wine, including mead as
defined in HW1 and HW2. However,
brewers may apply to the TTB for
permission to alternate the use of a
portion of the brewery with a winery
premises, see 27 CFR 25.81.
HW27 & HW28 braggots: Blending
Honeywine and beer is disallowed at
a winery premises, period. If you have
a winery license you cannot make
any category of braggot. If you have a
brewery license, you may use honey as an adjunct fermentable sugar
with malt. Such products fermented
from both honey and malt cannot be
labelled mead because the law considers “mead” and “Honeywine” to be
synonyms not to be used as a designation for a malt beverage. The term
“braggot” may be used as additional
information on the label but is not
sufficient itself as the designation;
TTB Ruling 2014-4 (http://www.
ttb.gov/rulings/2014-4.pdf ) covers
labelling of braggots and several other
issues as well, and is an inspirational
document for possible future petitions to the TTB by the AMMA.
A few of us have already had a follow-up telephone conversation with
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the TTB to thank them for these
FAQ’s and to raise a few additional
questions. They have taken these for
consideration and we hope to see a
few more FAQ’s published in the near
future to address them:

1.

30% red wine,” and we all want
to see labels such as “Pyment
made from estate Syrah grapes
and estate wildflower honey” or
“Yamhill County Pyment” when
both the grapes and the honey
are Yamhill County products.

4.

2.

3.

Use of the word “estate” for
Use of the term “spiced mead”
the full range of agricultural
including such variants as “cinproducts grown on the same
namon mead,” “rosemary mead,”
premises as the licensed winery,
etc.
including but not limited to, esThe Legislative Committee meantate honey, estate wine grapes,
while continues to meet every other
and estate fruit orchards.
Monday to flesh out longer-term
action plans for still more aggresBoth species and geographical
designation of honey specifical- sive changes in formula and label
law, including broadening freedoms
ly. “California orange blossom
of package size and standards of
honey” behaves differently in
fill,
carbonation levels, and tax rates,
meadmaking than “Florida
orange blossom honey” and the among others. AMMA members
geographical provenance of the should expect that these will be
honey is an important designa- long-term, ongoing efforts. But these
FAQs published a few weeks ago give
tion.
us tremendously more permission to
Naming the grape variety used
get the word “mead” on our labels. No
in pyments: meadmakers and
one of us could have pulled this off.
consumers alike hate stateHooray for the collective action of the
ments of composition such as
AMMA!
“Honeywine with grape juice
added” or “70% Honeywine –

Official MEAD DEFINiTION
The definition of mead formally adopted by the AMMA in December 2013,
and formally rejected by the TTB in December 2014. We’ll keep working on it.
“Mead, for purposes of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act, 27 U.S.C.
§ 201 et seq., is a wine from other agricultural products or a malt beverage
derived (1) from honey and water, OR (2) from a mixture of honey and water with hops, fruit, spices, grain, or other agricultural products or flavors,
in which honey represents a majority of the starting fermentable sugars by
weight of the finished product, and having the taste, aroma, and characteristics generally attributed to mead, and sold or offered for sale as mead, OR
(3) from a mixture of honey and water with hops, fruit, spices, grain, or other
agricultural products or flavors, in which honey represents the largest percentage of the starting fermentable sugars by weight of the finished product,
and having the taste, aroma, and characteristics generally attributed to mead,
and sold or offered for sale as mead.”

Meadery	
  and	
  Tas+ng	
  Room:	
  over	
  115	
  diﬀerent	
  meads	
  available	
  
for	
  sale	
  from	
  all	
  over	
  the	
  world,	
  about	
  30	
  open	
  for	
  tas+ng	
  on	
  
any	
  given	
  day!	
  	
  Are	
  we	
  the	
  world’s	
  biggest	
  mead	
  superstore?	
  	
  
Open	
  Friday-‐Saturday-‐Sunday	
  11AM	
  to	
  5PM	
  and	
  any+me	
  by	
  
appointment.	
  	
  Located	
  on	
  the	
  Sip47	
  Wine	
  Tas+ng	
  Route	
  just	
  
outside	
  Yamhill,	
  Oregon.	
  
www.kookoolanfarms.com	
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TTB Mead FAQ’s
AMMA Prompts Detailed Response from TTB

Jeff Herbert
Superstition Meadery

I

n response to the past year’s
efforts of the American Mead
Makers Association’s Legislative Committee, lead by
Chrissie Manion Zaerpoor, AMMA is
proud to announce that on February
17, 2015 the Alcohol and Tobacco
Tax and Trade Bureau published a
FAQs document titled “Frequently
Asked Questions about Honey Wine
(Mead).” They can be found here:
http://www.ttb.gov/faqs/alcohol_faqs.
shtml#hw
It is important to accept that several
of the Federal regulatory changes that
AMMA is working on will require
many years of work, and some of our
goals will not be realized due to the
finances required to change Federal
laws and the various players living in
the arena of significantly altering the
way the US Government regulates
how alcohol is produced, labeled and
offered for sale.

14
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We request that you evaluate these
FAQs and inform the Legislative
Committee of any solutions you
develop, based on your experience
with the TTB, which may benefit our
industry.

HW1: What is “honey
wine” under the IRC?
Honey wine is classified under the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended (IRC), as an “agricultural
wine.” Agricultural wine is made
from the fermentation of an agricultural product other than the juice
of fruit. (See 27 CFR 24.200 and
24.203.) The production standards
under 27 CFR part 24 for honey wine
apply only to domestic products.
The IRC does not allow for the use
of coloring or flavoring materials
(other than hops) in standard honey
wine. (See 26 U.S.C. 5387 and HW14
for more information.) Furthermore,
wine spirits may not be added to
standard honey wine, and standard

honey wine may not contain more
than 14 percent alcohol by volume.
The IRC does provide for the production of wine specialty products that
are made from a base of honey wine.
These products are not standard
agricultural wines, but are instead
classified under the IRC regulations
as “other than standard” (OTS) wines.
(See 27 CFR 24.218.)

HW2: What is “honey
wine” under the FAA Act
labeling regulations?
Under the regulations implementing
the labeling provisions of the Federal
Alcohol Administration Act (FAA
Act), the standards of identity for
wine made from the fermentation of
agricultural products other than fruit
are set forth in 27 CFR 4.21(f ). Pursuant to these regulations, a product
designated as “honey wine” must
be derived wholly (except for sugar,
water, or added alcohol) from honey.
Wines designated as “honey wine”
under 27 CFR part 4 also may con-

tain hops, consistent with the levels
set forth in part 24. TTB allows the
designation “mead” to be used in lieu
of “honey wine.” (See HW6.)
Certain wines fermented from honey
that do not meet the standards of
identity under § 4.21(f ) fall under
the standards set forth in 27 CFR
4.21(h), and thus must be designated
as “imitation” or “other than standard” (OTS) wines. Other specialty
products do not fall under any of the
standards of identity in part 4 and
must be designated with a truthful
and adequate statement of composition. (See 27 CFR 4.34(a).)

HW3: Do I need to obtain
a Certificate of Label
Approval (COLA) for my
mead?
The FAA Act generally requires that
a bottler obtain a certificate of label
approval (COLA) from TTB prior to
bottling wine. A bottler may obtain
a certificate of exemption from label
approval from TTB upon establishing
that the wine will not be sold, shipped,
or otherwise introduced in interstate
or foreign commerce. Importers are
required to obtain a COLA from TTB
prior to removing wine in containers
from customs custody for consumption.
The FAA Act and its implementing
regulations do not apply to wine that
contains less than 7 percent alcohol
by volume; thus mead with an alcohol
content of less than 7 percent alcohol
by volume is not subject to the COLA
requirement. However, please note
that all wine removed from wine
premises is subject to TTB wine
labeling requirements contained in
27 CFR 24.257 (or 27 CFR 24.259 for

containers larger than 4 liters). (See
HW4 and HW5 for more information
about the labeling of these wines.)

HW4: Do Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)
food labeling requirements apply to honey
wine containing less
than 7 percent alcohol
by volume?
Yes. While a TTB COLA is not required for wines containing less than
7 percent alcohol by volume, such
wines must comply with applicable
FDA food labeling requirements,
including ingredient labeling, nutrient labeling, and allergen labeling
requirements.

HW5: Is a health warning statement required
on the container of a
honey wine containing
less than 7 percent alcohol by volume?
Yes. All alcohol beverages containing
0.5 percent or more alcohol by volume must be labeled with the health
warning statement required by 27
U.S.C. 215 and 27 CFR part 16.

HW6: Under the FAA Act
labeling regulations,
is there a difference
between “honey wine”
and “mead”?
For labeling purposes, it is TTB’s
policy to allow either the term “honey
wine” or “mead” as the designation
for honey wine that complies with
the standards of identity for honey
wine set forth in 27 CFR 4.21(f ). Furthermore, the terms may be used in-

terchangeably as part of a statement
of composition for a wine specialty
product (for example, “honey wine
with natural cherry flavor” or “mead
with natural cherry flavor”).

HW7: What are the labeling requirements
for honey wine that
contains not less than
7 percent alcohol by
volume?
The label must meet the requirements of 27 CFR parts 4 and 16. This
includes, but is not limited to, the
following mandatory information on
the label:

• Brand name;
• Class or type designation;
• Name and address of the bottler or
importer, as applicable;

• Net contents of the container;
• Alcohol content;
• Sulfite statement, if applicable
(Contains Sulfites); and

• Health Warning Statement.
Other labeling statements may be
required, in accordance with 27 CFR
4.32. Furthermore, all wines containing at least 0.5 percent alcohol by
volume must be labeled and marked
in accordance with IRC requirements in 27 CFR part 24 (for domestic wines), 27 CFR part 26 (for wines
coming into the United States from
Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands) or
27 CFR part 27 (for imported wines).

HW8: How do I label a
standard agricultural
wine that is fermented
from both honey and
another agricultural
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not approve a label with the term
still wines?
“blueberry mead” as either a fanciful
name or as a designation because it
A wine fermented from more than
Under the IRC, sparkling and artifiwould be misleading as to the identity
one agricultural product (for examcially carbonated wines are subject
of the wine.
ple, a wine that is fermented from
to higher rates of tax than still wine.
both honey and rhubarb) may not be
(See HW22 and HW23 for more indesignated as “honey wine” or “mead” HW11: Do special labelformation about the tax rates).
ing requirements apply
under TTB regulations. Instead, the
to effervescent honey
wine must be designated with a
HW14: May I add colorwine?
truthful and adequate statement of
ing or flavoring matericomposition, such as “rhubarb-honals to my honey wine?
ey wine” or “rhubarb mead.” (See 27
Yes. An effervescent wine is a wine
CFR 4.21(f )(6).)
that contains more than 0.392 grams If you add coloring or flavoring mateof carbon dioxide per 100 milliliters.
rials (other than hops) to honey wine,
HW9: How do I label a
(See 27 CFR 24.10.) Under 27 CFR
the product is no longer a standard agwine that is fermented
4.21(f )(6) and 27 CFR 24.257, efferricultural wine under the IRC. (See 26
vescent honey wine must be labeled
from both honey and a
U.S.C. 5387(b) and 27 CFR 24.200.)
as “sparkling” or “carbonated,” as
fruit (such as cherry)?
Furthermore, the product is no longer
appropriate. (See HW12 for more
a “honey wine” under the FAA Act lainformation.)
beling regulations. However, you may
A wine fermented from both fruit
produce a wine specialty product by
juice and an agricultural product does
HW12: What is the difadding flavoring and coloring matenot fall within any of the standards of
ference
between
“sparrials to a base of honey wine. Because
identity in 27 CFR part 4. This type of
the product does not fall under any
wine must be designated with a truth- kling” honey wine and
“carbonated” honey
of the standards of identity set out in
ful and adequate statement of comwine?
27 CFR part 4, it must be designated
position in accordance with 27 CFR
with a truthful and adequate state4.34, such as “cherry-honey wine” or
ment of composition, such as “honey
“cherry mead.” The wine also may be
A “sparkling wine” is made efferwine
with natural ginger flavor” or
labeled with a distinctive or fanciful
vescent (containing more than
“mead with natural cherry flavor.”
name, such as “Cherry bee.”
0.392 grams of carbon dioxide per
The wine also may be labeled with a
100 milliliters of wine) by carbon
distinctive or fanciful name (such as
HW10: What is the apdioxide resulting solely from the
“cherry honey delight”). In this case,
propriate designation
secondary fermentation of the wine
TTB would not approve a label with a
for a product conwithin a closed container, tank or
term such as “cherry mead” as either
bottle. A sparkling honey wine must
sisting of honey wine
blended with fruit wine be labeled either as “sparkling mead” a fanciful name or a designation because it would be misleading as to the
or “sparkling honey wine.” A wine
(such as blueberry
identity
of the wine. However, a name
made effervescent in any other way
wine)?
such
as
“cherry-flavored
mead” would
(such as injection of carbon dioxide)
be acceptable as the fanciful name, as
is considered artificially carbonated,
This product does not fall under any
long
as an appropriate statement of
and must be labeled as “carbonated”
of the standards of identity in 27 CFR
composition
appears as the designa(for example, “carbonated mead” or
part 4, and thus must be labeled with
tion.
“carbonated honey wine”).
a truthful and adequate statement
of composition, such as “blueberry
HW13: Are effervescent HW15: May I label my
wine – honey wine,” “blueberry wine
honey wine with an apwines subject to difand honey wine” or “blueberry wine
pellation of origin?
ferent tax rates from
– mead.” In this instance, TTB would

product?
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TTB regulations at 27 CFR 4.25 permit wine (including an agricultural
wine that falls under the standards
of identity in 27 CFR 4.21(f )) to be
labeled with an appellation of origin
such as a country, State or county,
assuming that certain conditions are
met. However, only grape wine may
be labeled with an appellation that is
a viticultural area.

HW16: Do TTB’s standards of fill apply to
mead? May I sell my
mead in 12 fl. oz. bottles
or in kegs?

der 27 CFR part 24 for
standard honey wine
produced in the United
States?
TTB regulations at 27 CFR 24.203
state that the following may be added
in the production of standard honey
wine:

• Water to facilitate fermentation,

provided the density of the honey
and water mixture is not reduced
below 13 degrees Brix;

• Hops in quantities not to exceed

one pound for each 1,000 pounds of
honey; and

TTB’s standards of fill apply to wine
Pure, dry sugar or honey for sweet(including mead) that contains not
ening. Sugar may be added only
less than 7 percent alcohol by volume.
after fermentation is completed.
(See 27 CFR 4.72.) Twelve fluid ouncAfter complete fermentation or
es (12 fluid oz.) is not an approved
complete fermentation and sweetenstandard of fill for wine. Producing, the wine may not have an alcohol
ers, importers, and wholesalers are
content of more than 14 percent by
prohibited from selling or shipping,
volume or a total solids content that
or delivering for sale or shipment, or
exceeds 35 degrees Brix.
otherwise introducing in interstate
commerce, wine that is not bottled or
packed in an authorized standard of
HW18: Do I need to obfill. (See 27 CFR 4.70.)
tain TTB formula ap-

•

Wine may be packed in kegs as long as
they conform to one of the standards
of fill. However, wine packed in containers of 18 liters or more does not
need to comply with these standards
of fill requirements. (See 27 CFR
4.70(b)(2).)
If the wine contains less than 7 percent alcohol by volume, the standards
of fill in 27 CFR part 4 do not apply.
Thus, a mead that contains less than
7 percent alcohol by volume may be
sold in 12 fl. oz. bottles.

HW17: What are the production standards un-

proval before producing standard honey
wine?
Yes. All domestically produced
agricultural wines, including mead,
require formula approval from TTB.
(See 27 CFR 24.201.) Additional
information about obtaining TTB formula approval may be found on TTB’s
formulation webpage.

HW19: Does the IRC allow me to produce
honey wine that is not
a standard agricultural wine?

If you wish to add coloring or flavoring materials (other than hops) to
a honey wine base, or if you wish to
blend honey wine with other wine,
you must first obtain approval of a
formula for an “other than standard”
(OTS) wine under the IRC. (See 27
CFR 24.218.) (Also see HW10 and
HW14 for information about the
labeling of such products.)

HW20: What IRC labeling requirements apply to all honey wine
removed from bonded
wine premises?
Although TTB’s FAA Act wine labeling regulations in 27 CFR part 4 do
not apply to wine that contains less
than 7 percent alcohol by volume,
IRC labeling requirements and TTB
regulations at 27 CFR 24.257 apply to
all wines removed from wine premises. Under TTB regulations, labels
must include the following information:
Name and address of the wine premises;

• Brand name;
• Alcohol content;
• Net contents of the container; and
• Kind of wine, which means –
• Class or type in accordance with
part 4; or

• An adequate statement of com-

position for wines not subject to
part 4. Statements of composition must include enough information to identify the tax class
when viewed with the alcohol
content.

Containers larger than 4 liters removed from the winery for consump-
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tion or sale must be labeled with this
information as required by 27 CFR
24.259. The required information
may be cut, printed, or otherwise
legibly and durably marked upon the
container or placed on a label or tag
securely affixed to the container.

classification categories for wine:
Still wine (containing not more than
0.392 grams of carbon dioxide per
100 milliliters):

• Not more than 14 percent alcohol
by volume: $ 1.07 per wine gallon

HW21: Do I need to obtain a permit from TTB
to produce honey wine
(mead) for commercial
purposes?

• Over 14 and not more than 21 per-

Yes. If you are producing wine (including mead) that is at least 0.5
percent alcohol by volume for commercial purposes, you must first
establish winery premises, obtain a
bond, and receive permission from
TTB to operate. (See 27 CFR part
24, subpart D.) In addition, the FAA
Act requires that anyone wishing to
engage in the business of producing
or blending wine (including mead)
that contains not less than 7 percent
alcohol by volume must first obtain a
basic permit from TTB. (See 27 CFR
part 1.) A basic permit under the FAA
Act is not required for producers who
only make wine that is less than 7
percent alcohol by volume. For more
information on qualification requirements, see http://www.ttb.gov/wine/
federal_app.shtml.

Effervescent wine (containing more
than 0.392 grams of carbon dioxide
per 100 milliliters):

HW22: What are the Federal excise tax rates
for wine?
Wine is taxed at the excise tax rate
appropriate to the wine product (with
special rules for certain types of
cider). (See 26 U.S.C. 5041.) Products
removed from a bonded wine premises that contain less than 0.5 percent
alcohol by volume are not taxable as
wine. The following are the basic tax
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cent alcohol by volume: $ 1.57 per
wine gallon

• Over 21 and not more than 24 percent alcohol by volume: $ 3.15 per
wine gallon

• Artificially Carbonated Wine: $
3.30 per wine gallon

• Sparkling Wine: $ 3.40 per wine
gallon

In addition, domestic wine producers
may be eligible for a small producer
tax credit based on their volume of
production, as described in HW 24.

HW23: For tax purposes,
what is the difference
between “sparkling”
wine and “artificially
carbonated” wine?
A “sparkling wine” is made effervescent (containing more than 0.392
grams of carbon dioxide per 100
milliliters of wine) by carbon dioxide
resulting solely from the secondary
fermentation of the wine within a
closed container, tank or bottle. A
wine made effervescent in any other
way (such as injection of carbon
dioxide) is considered artificially
carbonated. (See HW11 and HW12
for information about the labeling of
these products.)

HW24: Are mead producers eligible for the
small producer tax
credit?
Like other domestic wine producers,
domestic mead producers are eligible
for the small producer tax credit if
they produce not more than 250,000
gallons of wine during a calendar year.
The credit may be taken on the first
100,000 gallons of wine removed for
consumption or sale by an eligible
person during a calendar year, and
it does not apply to sparkling wine
(including sparkling mead) or to wine
that is not produced at a qualified
bonded wine premises in the United
States. (See 27 CFR 24.278 for more
details about the conditions for taking the credit.) For additional information on computing the tax credit,
please see TTB’s Quick Reference
Guide to Wine Excise Tax.

HW25: I import honey
wine. What TTB requirements apply to my operations?
If you import honey wine (mead) that
contains not less than 7 percent alcohol by volume, you must:

• Obtain an Importer’s Basic Permit

under the Federal Alcohol Administration Act;

• Submit a pre-import letter (or for-

mula) in accordance with Industry
Circular 2007-4;

• Obtain a certificate of label approval;

• Label the wine in accordance with
27 CFR part 4;

• Label the wine with the health

warning statement required by 27

CFR part 16;

• Pay the appropriate wine excise tax
rate for the wine (see HW22).

If you also import wine (including
mead) that is at least 0.5 percent
alcohol by volume and less than 7 percent alcohol by volume, the following
requirements apply:

• Label the wine in accordance with
all applicable FDA food labeling
requirements;

• Label the wine with the Health

Warning Statement required by 27
CFR part 16;

• Pay the appropriate excise tax rate
(see HW 22);

• Label the wine in accordance with
27 CFR part 27.

You do not need to obtain an Importer’s Basic Permit if you import only
wine that contains less than 7 percent
alcohol by volume. Additional information regarding the importation of
alcohol beverages into the U.S. may
be found on the International Affairs
Division webpage.

HW26: May a brewer
produce honey wine
(mead) on brewery
premises?
No. TTB regulations at 27 CFR 25.23
do not permit the production of wine
(including mead) on brewery prem-

ises. However, brewers may apply to
TTB for permission to alternate the
use of a portion of the brewery with
a winery premises as outlined in 27
CFR 25.81.

label of such a product, but it would
not suffice as the designation by itself.
(See TTB Ruling 2014-4 for more
information about the appropriate
designation of malt beverages made
with honey.)

HW27: I would like to
blend honey wine
(mead) and beer. Is that
permitted under TTB
regulations?
No. Under Federal law and TTB
regulations, the blending of wine
(including mead) and beer is not an
authorized operation at a winery (see
27 CFR 24.101) or a brewery (see 27
CFR 25.23). Under TTB regulations,
beer must be brewed from malt or
from a substitute for malt. However, a brewer may use honey as an
adjunct in the fermentation of beer
on brewery premises, subject to the
regulations in part 25. (See 27 CFR
25.15(a).)

HW28: May I label a malt
beverage fermented
from honey and malted
barley as “mead”?
No. Because “mead” is viewed as
a synonym for “honey wine,” it is
TTB’s position that the term may not
be used as a designation for a malt
beverage. The term “braggot” may be
used as additional information on the
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TTB Silly Laws
They’re Not Jerks, Just Ill-informed

Ricky Klein
Groennfell Meadery

T

here are lots of silly laws out
there. Lists and lists of them.
There are whole websites devoted to them! Unfortunately,
they’re almost universally made up.
These laws about giraffes and barbers
and women drivers are incorrect at
best and hoaxes at worst.
So, let us present to you a dumb law
with a citation:
27 CFR 4.72 All wine bottles shall be
so filled as to contain the quantity of
wine specified in one of the standards
of fill prescribed as:

• 3 liters.
• 1.5 liters.
• 1 liter.
• 750 milliliters.
• 500 milliliters.
• 375 milliliters.
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• 187 milliliters.
• 100 milliliters.
• 50 milliliters.
This law was created almost 100
years ago to protect consumers from
duplicitous winemakers and is now
being applied to all meaderies in the
US. Saké got an exemption. Beer was
never included. Mead, well, they just
don’t know what to do with us.
It bears mentioning at this point that
there are many, many silly laws to be
discovered in section 27 of the Code
of Federal Regulations. Some people
take umbrage with 24.200 which says
that we can’t make a braggot or use
molasses. We are, however, allowed
to use brown sugar… which is, in fact,
molasses added to white sugar.
Or what about 24.203 which states
that hops are fine at a rate of 1:1,000
pounds as compared to honey? Not
that many mazers want an IPM, but
it is a bit strange that we’re forbidden
from making one.

We could do this all day, so we’d
better get back to our Standards of
Fill complaint and answer the hundred-dollar question: What does this
actually mean for meadmakers?
Well, for our company it means that
we’re not allowed to sell our best-selling mead out of state. Since our products are packaged like beer in 4-packs,
we need to get a special exemption to
sell even in our home state. Switching
to 16 oz. cans wouldn’t work either.
To prove that it makes no sense, consider this: the Federal Government of
the US decided that three of our products – Mannaz, Fenberry Draught,
and the soon-to-be-released Chaos
Cyser – don’t have to follow the rule.
The only one that the law applies to
is our fan-favorite, Valkyrie’s Choice.
Thanks to an ancient provision, any
product below 7% alcohol is exempted. That would be just fine if beer
were held to the same standards. Of
course, it isn’t.

Originally, the idea was to standardize bottle sizes so consumers would
know what they were buying. The
story goes that a handful of wine
makers were packaging in irregular
bottles – let us say 680 milliliters that
looked like 750 ml bottles – which of
course befuddled consumers.
A law was made to protect consumers
and honest wineries alike, but we
now have a conflict of spirit and word
when it comes to the law:

the words “and mead” added to 27
CFR 4.70 (b) (1).
Here’s the good news: They think it
extremely likely that the rule change
would be accepted.
The bad news, in their own words:
They “Probably won’t get around to it
for 4 to 6 years.”

Raise your hand if you could pick
out a 187 milliliter bottle in a line-up.
OK, now raise your hand if you could
recognize a beer bottle. Yep… that’s
the problem.
So, what happens next? Well, the staff
of Groennfell Meadery has been in
contact with the TTB on several occasions about this subject. According
to the head of the Rules and Regulations committee of the TTB, we
are invited to submit a Rule Change
Request specifying that we would like
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Honey Wine Vinegar
A Family with the perfect “mother”

Michael Morgan
Slide Ridge Honey Products

A

bout a dozen years ago,
Martin James was looking
for a good idea to use the
excess honey from his
growing beekeeping operation. Every
bee keeper sells honey, but Martin
was looking for a unique, value-added
product that had room in the marketplace. His idea? Honey vinegar!

What does this have to do with mead,
you ask? Well, according to the old
books Martin started reading (Some
of them more than 100 years old), the
first step to making a good honey vinegar is making a good mead. So, the
adventure began.
What started as a simple idea turned
into a seven-year journey of discovery and experimentation. Living in
Northern Utah, there weren’t too
many meaderies around to learn

from. Much of Martin’s research was
done online, and the experiments
were conducted in his kitchen and his
parent’s garage; starting with small
batches and progressing to larger
volumes as his success increased.
Even though he was geographically
isolated, Martin reached out via the
Internet to many people for advice
and understanding. He consulted
with brewers and wine makers from
around the country and slowly taught

As with any journey,
the first steps were
slow and challenging,
with plenty of failures to pour out. As
time progressed so
did Martin’s success,
and before long he
was producing some
good mead.
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himself how to make mead. As with
any journey, the first steps were slow
and challenging, with plenty of failures to pour out. As time progressed
so did Martin’s success, and before
long he was producing some good
mead.
Now that he had the mead, he was
ready for the next step. Creating vinegar from mead is not an accidental
process, at least if you want to create
good vinegar. Just as there are many
yeasts for fermentation, so there are
many strains of “Mother” for creating vinegar. The trick was to find and
isolate the right “Mother” that could
survive the alcohol levels while still
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producing an appealing flavor profile.
The next round of experiments had
begun.
The learning process with the mead
phase was repeated with the vinegar
phase, with many failures. Some
“Mothers” couldn’t survive the alcohol
levels and some “Mothers” produced
strange flavors and aromas (A couple
batches smelled like diesel fuel or
acetone). Several failed batches were
poured out; some on his mother’s
lawn while discovering that vinegar is
a very good herbicide.
Finally, after seven years of experimentation and progress, Martin was

able to create a repeatable process
for mead vinegar that maintained the
flavor of the original honey with the
acidity of vinegar (4.5%). He labeled
it Honey Wine Vinegar. The final
process requires up to two years, and
every step is monitored by Martin
and his family.
With the success of the original
Honey Wine Vinegar, Martin has
since created a cyser vinegar and is
now working on a line of marinades
as well as some unique malt vinegars,
all using raw honey and Honey Wine
Vinegar as their base.

Slide Ridge
R

Serving Suggestions
Finish:
Grill: Hambuger, chicken breasts, steaks,
Dip: Chicken tenders, corn chips
Mix with: Olive oil, fresh herbs and spices
for a salad dressing, mix with cream cheese for
a fun chip dip
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Being a Happy Hyphenate
The many hats of a mead maker

of being a smaller business, but the
ruptures, all of these are skills one
rule seems to hold no matter how big
acquires in higher ed…or in a garage…
a craft brewery gets. Here in Vermont, or experimenting in one’s kitchen.
there
is a brewery which produces
’know what never gets old?
over
3.2
million gallons of beer per
When you are a brewer, meadmaker,
When people call the meadyear.
You
know
who
works
on
the
vintner, or anyone who deals with
ery and want to talk to one of
bottling
machine
when
it
breaks?
yeast, your job title often runs to mulour Department Heads. The
The
head
brewer.
Why?
Because
it’s
tiple lines (if not pages).
conversation goes like this:
his favorite part of the job.
This is why homebrewing is such a
Ricky: Groennfell Meadery, Ricky
It
appears
that
brewing
speaks
to
popular hobby and pro-brewers are
speaking, how may I help you?
born
hyphenates,
Jacks
and
Jills
of
generally such happy individuals.
Salesperson: Hi, can I speak to the
all trades, polymaths. For example,
When you brew a batch of beer, mead,
head of your marketing division.
when
people
find
out
that
our
Head
cider, or sake, you are suddenly a
Ricky: Sure thing. Can you hold a
Meadmaker
has
several
degrees
in
chemist. And an engineer. And a memoment…
Ricky: Hi, this is Ricky speaking, how philosophy and comparative theology chanic. And a bodybuilder. And a chef.
the immediate response is a sarcastic, And a janitor. And a spokesperson. If
may I help you?
“Oh, and I’m sure that helps enoryou’re sick of one of your jobs, there
mously
with
running
a
brewery.”
is always another waiting around the
The same goes for parties. When peocorner.
ple ask Kelly what she does, she usuOddly
enough,
it
does.
That’s
because
ally says, “I’m the CEO of a meadery.”
there’s nothing in this wide world so
Obviously being a professional brewThis is shorthand for “I’m the CEO/
crazy or unlikely that it won’t happen er has its stresses, and running any
assistant brewer/graphic designer/
at your meadery.
small business can lead to non-patcamera operator/web designer/copy
tern
baldness, but most of us wouldn’t
editor/head-of-bottling/cashier of a
From researching biomechanics in
change careers for the world. Why?
meadery.”
yeast, to reading Latin recipes from
Because being a meadmaker isn’t just
a job, it’s all of them.
This is, of course, partially an artifact the 2nd century, to simply staying on
an even keel when the glycol system
Ricky Klein
Groennfell Meadery

Y
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Kelly Klein Hosting a Black-tie Reception Less than an Hour after Cleaning 65 Kegs
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MEADIST REVIEWs
Moonlight meadery kurt’s apple pie
Though Moonlight Meadery makes a lot of different mead
varieties, Kurt’s Apple Pie is one of their initial offerings
and biggest sellers to date. Rightly so. It’s a great standby
sweet cyser.
Kurt’s Apple Pie is made from local apple cider with Madagascar-bourbon vanilla and Vietnamese cinnamon spice
added. Get your piece of the pie! This mead is a great after
dinner dessert wine that is a perfect finish to any holiday
meal.
It pours a light, clear straw color. The aroma is excellent
revealing loads of sweet apple, cinnamon and a little bit
of floral honey as it opens up. The first sip is sweet right
away. There is a good cooked-apple flavor throughout
with some earthy/grainy flavors (I guess making up the
pie crust). There is little spice, cinnamon primarily, but
there are also some clove and vanilla flavors. It’s around
17% alcohol, but it’s barely noticeable. The boozy, alcohol
flavors show up a little on the tail end of the sip.
Overall, it’s a nice sweet honey-wine that works well as an
after dinner drink with a dessert, in a dessert, or even as a
mixer for a bourbon cocktail. I would really like a description on the bottle, or even the website about who Kurt is.
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Who is Kurt and why was this delicious mead named
after him? I feel as though there is powerful brand loyalty potential in explaining the stories around unique
naming of beverages. Just think about the stories
Dogfish Head tells about some of their beers like the
Palo Santo Marron among others. I will make one up for
you….
Kurt was a poor kid growing up in the small town of
Milford, NH. He and his 4 siblings never had enough to
eat. His father died years ago from a mill accident and
his mother is just scraping enough money together to
put a small amount of food on the table. Kurt helped his
mother out by doing odd jobs but it never seemed like
enough. One day walking home from helping out a local
carpenter frame a house, little Kurt, only 11 at the time
saw an apple pie cooling on a windowsill. He stole the
pie for his mom and siblings. He never forgot that act of
stealing, and vowed to make it right. As a hard worker,
Kurt got a job at a local brewery and quickly worked
his way up to management by the age of 20. While at
the brewery, he worked on side projects, and was really
interested in mead making. The first recipe he perfected was the “Apple Pie.” He delivered a case of this mead
to the woman he stole the pie from so many years ago to
repay his debt and clear his conscience.

Sap house meadery hopped blueberry maple
The Hopped Blueberry Mead from Sap House Meadery
is one of their well-developed standards. It won a gold
medal at the 2012 Mazer Cup and a silver medal in the
Finger Lakes International Wine Competition, so it’s
no wonder they made it a standard offering.
It pours a translucent light ruby color with no carbonation. The aroma isn’t super strong, but floral honey,
some vanilla notes and light blueberry are present. It
comes in at 14.6% alcohol, but it is incredibly balanced
and drinkable. It’s a dry mead, but the attack is sweet.
It then evolves and finishes very tart and tannic. The
skins of the whole blueberries along with the hops

provide the tartness to balance out the honey and the
maple syrup. The berry flavor shows through in the
taste, but the hops are only slightly present.
I would’ve liked a little more hops in the flavor and especially in the aroma. I also don’t get much maple flavor
in this. I’d expect a little more since it’s in the name of
the mead. Overall it’s a well developed mead that would
be great on a warm summer day. I can even imagine
it on the rocks…*gasp, did I really say that? I guess I’ll
need to get another bottle when the snow melts!

Meadist is an online source for modern mead exploration - a way to spread the enjoyment of drinking and
making mead while growing the mead community
through conversation and collaboration.
Find additional reviews and more at meadist.com
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AMMERICAN MEAD MAKER’s
2nd Annual MEAD Industry Report

Jeff & Jennifer Herbert
Superstition Meadery

2

015 brings us to the third
year that the American
Mead Makers Association
(AMMA) has been tracking
production and sales data from the
United States Mead Industry. Each
January represents a time when businesses making mead have assembled
and reported their production totals
to the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and
Trade Bureau (TTB), and are wrapping up their finances in order to
file with the IRS. So each February
AMMA prepares a survey inviting
their corporate members and all other US meaderies to submit responses
to our annual survey. AMMA is proud
to announce that several categories
we tracked and analyzed are again
producing double and triple digit
growth.

AMMA
& the State of Mead
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Like the US mead industry, AMMA is
a new and rapidly evolving entity that
represents some of the most creative
craft beverage producers to have ever
mixed up fermentable ingredients.
Last year AMMA had 25 corporate
(Meadery) members out of a total of
194 wineries making at least 1 mead
with 150 of those focusing on mead
making. Today AMMA has 52 members comprised of 4 life, 27 Corporate,
23 Associate and 1 trade member for
the 236 total wineries making at least
1 mead. The meadery count is still
near 150, with many more in development. It is important to note that
the meadery count and “Total wineries making at least 1 mead category”
change often, and AMMA is working to achieve communication that
would provide for consistent updates
of who is making mead in the US.
AMMA works to track the opening
of new meaderies nationwide, and
counts an additional 42 mead making
businesses from 2014 to 2015 with
many more in the planning stages
across nearly every state. To put this

into perspective Wines and Vines
magazine reported that there were
7,742 US wineries in January 2014
and this increased to 8,287 by January 2015. This 7% increase of 525
wineries is interesting compared to
the 18% increase in wineries making
mead in the same period. Out of the
total number of US wineries, wineries making mead now accounts for
2.85%.
With AMMA working to reach out
to all producers of mead in the US,
one of our goals in 2015 is to count a
majority of US mead makers as corporate members. And while the focus
of AMMA is on the US Mead Industry,
international meaderies are welcome
to join in support of our efforts as all
mead makers stand to benefit from
the marketing, future research and
promotion of mead offered by AMMA.
The US Mead industry is challenging
to concisely detail for several reasons.
One is that while most mead is regulated by the wine branch of the TTB,
the definition of mead as accepted by

the industry and international competitions exceeds the scope of the
TTB. The steep regulation and corresponding taxation of the US alcohol
industry as a whole manages the
production of alcoholic beverages by
dividing the producers into wineries,
breweries or distilleries. For example,
there are distilleries which produce
mead for the purpose of distilling
into honey vodkas and gins. Breweries are increasingly adding honey at
rates of over 20% of the fermentable
sugars creating a beverage known
as a Braggot, which is considered a
style of mead by everyone except the
governing agencies alcohol producers
must defer to. This is due to the fact
that wineries are not allowed to use
cereal grains in their products, and
breweries must.
Another reason why the industry
eludes a single characterization is
that like the beverages they produce,
mead makers are often existing on
a frontier. With no entrepreneurial
success stories as yet published, unlike in the world of brewing and wine
making; a strong individual spirit is
a requisite quality of the founder of
a meadery. A final reason why the
mead industry is hard to classify is
that mead is an emerging product.
Any emerging product as diverse as
mead will have so many stories to
share. AMMA views this challenge of
classifying what we are all about as a
positive aspect for our young industry since everyone who is a part of it
has the ability to contribute to the
definition of what we all are creating.

Methodology
The First Annual Mead Industry
report was based on data provided
by two thirds of the corporate mem-

bers of AMMA. The data analyzed
was representational of the mead
industry as a whole but clearly a
larger group of data points will serve
to illustrate an increasingly accurate
description of the US Mead industry. This report is based on nearly
100 percent participation of AMMA
corporate members and a total of
52 different meaderies submitting
responses to our survey compared to
18 last year. This dramatic increase
in participation is indicative of the
organizing efforts of AMMA but
much work is yet to be accomplished
in uniting the world of mead making.
The first report of this kind was
ground breaking and revealed how
fast the mead industry is growing,
but there were lessons learned from
the project. The goal of this effort is
to present the most accurate picture
of our industry and this can only be
accomplished through greater participation and accurate data collection.
An example of this is that the 2015
survey provided for a high degree
of anonymity. Production and sales
numbers are rightfully considered by
most business owners to be personal
information, so this year we did not
ask for the identity of the submitter.
An example of a change in data collection is that the previous surveys
asked about numbers of cases sold.
A case could either be comprised of
375ml bottles or 750ml bottles, and
many other variables. In light of this
the survey asked instead about total
gallons produced. It should be noted
that if a respondent answered 0 for
sales in any year, that number was
indicative of a new start up and not
averaged with the other data. The
survey also focused more on quantifiable information without sacrificing
several pertinent qualitative questions.

Results
The first question posed by the survey
demonstrates a repeating trend in
this report, and that is that the mead
industry is young. 29% of mead makers answering our survey have been
open for one year or less. The most
established meadery in our survey
has been open for 25 years and just
7 meaderies in the survey have been
open for over 10 years.
Many states allow for a winery to
also operate a brewery or distillery
with various regulations pertaining
to separation or alternation of premises and our survey began to track
if mead makers are involved in this
additional form of production. Only
one mead maker responded that they
also operate a distillery and no mead
makers in our survey have a brewery.
The future will no doubt be filled with
more combinations of the 3 classes of
alcohol producing licensed premises,
however, the creativity demonstrated
by working within the winery permit most mead makers maintain is
evidenced by the diversity of answers
to our third survey question.
While mead makers certainly focus their production efforts on our
namesake, an incredible variety of
other craft beverages and goods were
reported in 2015. Here is a partial
list: Grape wine, brandy, hard cider,
vin de noix, kombucha, ginger wine,
craft sodas, bee related products and
apparel. In addition to other products,
we asked mead makers “What is the
style of your most popular mead?”
29% of respondents told us that a
melomel, or mead made with fruit is
their best seller. That was followed by
traditional meads, where just honey
is used for fermentable sugars and
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flavor coming in at 23%. Behind traditional meads were cysers. A cyser is a
mead made by adding honey to apple
cider, and is also a style of a melomel.
The rest of the field was diverse, with
answers ranging from spiced meads,
or metheglyns, to sour mead. So the
data from this question tells us that
38% of the most popular mead styles
being sold in America are made with
honey and fruit.

by mead making?” Our first annual
report on the mead industry showed
us that the average number of employees per meadery was 2.3 in 2012
and grew to 3.3 in 2013. In 2014 the
average number of employees is 3.4.
Meaderies reported ranges of 1-20
as far as people in their employment.
From the 52 respondents there are a
total of 179 men and women working
in our industry.

When asked about the total varieties
of meads that are being produced by
individual meaderies in the United
States, the responses ranged from
just 1 to 70. The average product
line for a US meadery in 2014 was
10 unique meads compared to 7.3 in
2013. Several respondents further
qualified their answer, explaining
that seasonal meads and test batches
account for part of their total. The
increase in the average number of
meads being made per meadery indicates that mead makers are continually broadening their horizons
with new styles, and thus growing the
industry many flavors at a time.

Last year data from our survey indicated that the mead industry grew
130% when tracking sales from 2012
to 2013. It is important to recognize
that this year’s survey is entirely new
and more accurate, as it includes 3
times the data points of our first report. We also asked for sales numbers
for the past 3 years in this survey
so that we were not drawing conclusions from unrelated data. That
having been said, the results in sales
are still impressive. Sales from 2012
to 2013 grew 32%. Sales from 2013
to 2014 grew 42% and when considering the 2 years of data collected for
the period of 2012 to 2014, US mead
sales grew 84%. All combined, the
total sales reported for 2014, from 52
meaderies is 6.5 million dollars with
an average of $210,000 per meadery.

The most important ingredient at any
meadery is honey, and AMMA continued to ask where people are getting
their honey from. 62% of mead
maker’s responses included that
they use local honey. 5 mead makers
said that honey from their own hives
goes in to their mead. Other answers
mentioned Sue Bee, Dutch Gold and
South America as sources of honey. A
couple of mead makers simply, and
accurately, answered “Bees.” When
analyzing data there is rarely a moment of humor, so let it be known that
this was appreciated by the authors.
When considering the impact of the
mead industry, an important question is “How many jobs are created
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Last year a dramatic sales increase
was the headline of our report, and
this year the big news lies in the
production numbers. All forms of
wine are taxed in gallons, so AMMA
asked meaderies how many gallons
they produced in 2012, 2013 & 2014.
Gallons reported in this survey are
62,293 for 2012, 63,555 for 2013 and
144,987 in 2014. The average gallons produced per meadery in 2014
is 3,372. Tracking total production
growth of 52 responding meaderies,
production increased 128% from
2013-2014. That is remarkable.

The final question in our survey asked
meaderies what they would like to see
AMMA work on in 2015. The responses fell nearly equally into 2 camps, to
continue legislative activities with
the TTB and to promote mead. Several responses were very detailed in
what a mead maker would like to be
able to put on their label and others
addressed the goal to streamline the
formula approval process, eliminate
the standard of fill regulation and
lower the tax on carbonated products.
In the other camp many suggestions
urged AMMA to work to increase
public awareness of mead, increase
our membership, create a new
website and conduct mead making
research.
In addition to presenting some excellent growth in mead sales and especially mead production, this survey
and corresponding report offers all
mead makers the chance to have their
voice heard and their collective work
and ideas represented. AMMA would
like to thank everyone who participated in this survey, and we will continue
to work hard to improve the regulations that govern our industry and
to market mead to the craft beverage
drinkers in the United States and
beyond.
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The State of Texas Mead
Supported by the Texas Mead Association

Wendy Rohan
Rohan Meadery

I

n the last ten years the number
of craft breweries and small
distilleries in Texas, as in many
other states, has ballooned. On
the heels of this resurgence in craft
alcohol, there have been a number of
meaderies open. Texas is a large state
with a thirsty population, but several
factors have allowed mead to prosper
here.
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The Texas alcohol regulatory agency,
the TABC, is slowly loosening the
reins on the craft beer industry. Mead
makers are considered wine makers
by the state and the wine industry is
highly state supported, so we have
not had to wait for a softening of regulations. Direct to consumer sales are
allowed and shipping mead within
the state is relatively easy. Wineries
are supported and have a voice in
Austin through the work of the Texas
Wine & Grape Growers Association.
The business climate is also generally positive
here, but most
importantly,
Texas has a
wonderful
supply of
tasty, high
quality honey.
Although the
challenging
drought years
of 2011–2013
taxed the
honey supply,
rainfall has

picked up and along with it honey
supplies are rebounding.
The few of us that were making mead
commercially in the early 2000s
got together and decided to form a
professional state level organization.
Created in 2010, the Texas Mead
Association serves as a professional
advocacy group with the following
goals:

• Facilitate collaboration and cooperation among commercial
mead-makers

• Support best-practices and continuing education

• Engage in events to promote the

status of honeywine and its member manufacturers

The mission of the Texas Mead
Association is to promote mead,
(honeywine), in the state of Texas.
TMA was founded by four meaderies:
Dancing Bee in Rogers, Enchanted
Manor in Magnolia, Rohan Meadery
in La Grange & Texas Mead Works in
Seguin. Now the association includes

Meridian Hive based in Austin, Griffin Meadery in Willis and Darcy’s
Vineyard in Halletsville, a winery
that makes several meads.
Since 2013, the TMA has put on
an annual Texas Mead Fest in late
September. Every year Mead Fest has
produced a great turn out. The fest
includes a non-commercial mead
contest. The festival, which includes
live music, mead tastings and food,
has served as a wonderful vehicle to

introduce people to the great taste
and diversity of mead.
This year we are expanding TMA
membership opportunities to
non–commercial mead makers and
enthusiasts. A regular newsletter
distribution and several workshops
are being planned and will be offered
to members. The date for the 2015
Texas Mead Fest is being finalized.
Check out TexasMead.org for details
about the TMA or Mead Fest in the

coming months.
A few of us mead makers got together
and decided more could be accomplished working collaboratively with
one another. We are lucky to have the
AMMA, but I would like to encourage
others to think about creating state
level mead organizations as well. We
have truly benefited, and we are excited to see the organization grow, right
along with mead drinking in Texas
and nationwide.
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AMMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President & Chair of
Executive Committee

Chris Webber
Dragon's Lair
Lakewood, WA
Vice President & Chair of
Nominating Committee &
Technical Programs

Brian Schlueter
Moonstruck Meadery
Bellevue, NE
Sergeant at Arms

Ben Starr
Starrlight Mead
Durham, NC

Secretary & Chair of
Membership Committee

Colleen Bos
Bos Meadery
Fitchburg, WI
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Treasurer

Cheryl Webber
Dragon's Lair
Lakewood, WA
Director at Large & Chair
of Bylaws Committee

Phil Lorenz
Nectar Creek Honeywine
Corvallis, OR
Director at Large & Chair
of Legislative Committee

Chrissie Zaerpoor
Kookoolan World Meadery
Yamhill, OR

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Chair of Publications Committee
American Mead Maker

Jeff Herbert
Superstition Meadery
Prescott, AZ

Research & Development

Luke Schlueter
Moonstruck Meadery
Bellevue, NE

Marketing Committee

Ken Schramm
Schramm's Mead
Ferndale, MI
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AMMA MEADERY LIST
Amber Moon Meadery

#
51 North Brewing Company

51 North Broadway St
Lake Orion, MI 48362
Bus: (248) 690-7367
E-mail: info@51northbrewing.com

7 C’s Winery & Meadery

502 E 560th
Walnut Grove, MO 65770
Bus: (417) 788-2263
E-mail: jean@7cswinery.com

7600 NW 3d St
Oklahoma City, OK
Bus: (405) 496-5663
E-mail: ambermoonmeadery@gmail.
com

Arsenal Cider House & Wine
Cellar

a

300 39th St
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
Bus: (412) 260-6968
E-mail: wine@arsenalciderhouse.
com

Acoustic Draft Mead

Artesano Mead

Elberta, MI
Bus: (231) 883-2012

Adytum Cellars

1334 Scott Hwy Rt 302 Groton, VT
05046
Bus: (802) 584-9000

Aesir Meadery

15 Knox Rd
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
Bus: (207) 288-2337
E-mail: realale@atlanticbrewing.com

15132 148th Ave NE
Woodinville, WA 98072
Bus: (425) 482-9030
E-mail: mead@adytumcellars.com
2109 Wetmore Ave
Everett, WA 98201
Bus: (425) 495-6201
E-mail: erik@aesirmeadery.com

Ah-tu-gi-s-di Meadery
Rt 1 Box 100
Vian, OK 74962
Bus: (918) 774-8091

Alaskan Wilderness Wines

498 Shearwater
Kodiak, AK 99615
Bus: (907) 486-1420
E-mail: alaskawildwine@gci.net

Algomah Acres Honey House
Meadery

29534 Post Office Rd
Mass City, MI 49948
Bus: (906) 883-3894
E-mail: algomahacres@live.com
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Atlantic Brewing Co

b
B Nektar Meadery

1481 Wordsworth, Suite B
Ferndale, MI 48220
313-744-6323
E-mail: info@bnektar.com

Bacchus Meadery

217 E 3d St
Loveland, CO 80537
Bus: (970) 461-4071
E-mail: mead@bacchusmeadery.com

Bardic Wells Meadery

Gouldsboro, ME 04607
Bus: (207) 546-2408
E-mail: info@bartlettwinery.com

Bayfield Winery

PO Box 1391
Bayfield, WI 54814
Bus: (715) 779-5404
E-mail: info@bayfieldwinery.com

Bear Creek Winery

60203 Bear Creek Dr
Homer, AK 99603
Bus: (907) 235-8484
E-mail: bluzin@bearcreekwinery.
com

Bee Well Meadery

39342 Canterbury Dr
Harrison Twp, MI 48045
Bus: (586) 322-6705
E-mail: cvansice@gmail.com

Beekman & Beekman

5236 Geer Rd
Hughson, CA 95326
Bus: (209) 667-5812
E-mail: info@beekmanandbeekman.
com

Beowulf Mead

San Rafael, CA 94903
Bus: (415) 491-0908
E-mail: info@beowulfmead.com

Bias Winery

3166 Hwy B
Berger, MO 63014
Bus: (573) 834-5475
E-mail: bias@biaswinery.com

6737 50th Ave
Montague, MI 49437
Bus: (231) 893-6418
E-mail: mead@bardicwells.com

Bjorn Mead

Bartlett Maine Estate Winery

Black Bear Winery

RR1 Box 598

Waterford, CA 95386
Bus: (209) 665-6368
E-mail: bjornmead@gmail.com
248 County Rd 1
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Chenengo Forks, NY 13746
Bus: (607) 656-9863
E-mail: mamabear@blackbearwinery.com

Black Forest Meadery

6420 Burrows Rd Unit A
Colorado Springs, CO 80908
Bus: (719) 495-7340
E-mail: mail@blackforestmeadery.
com

Blacksnake Meadery

1815 Windsor Ave SW
Roanoke, VA 24015
Bus: (540) 834-6172
E-mail: blacksnake@blacksnakemead.com

Blue Dog Mead

254 Lincoln St
Eugene, OR 97401
Bus: (541) 506-1560
E-mail: info@bluedogmead.com

Bluegrass Brewing Co

3929 Shelbyville Rd
Louisville, KY 40207
Bus: (502) 899-7070
E-mail: david@bbcbrew.com

Bos Meadery LLC

5805 Seminole Ridge Circle Fitchburg, WI 53711
Bus: (608) 628-3792
E-mail: colleen@bosmeadery.com

Boyd’s Cardinal Hollow Winery
720 W Prospect Ave
North Wales, PA 19454
Bus: (215) 801-2227
E-mail: cardinalwinery@aol.com

Brimming Horn Meadery

Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
Brimstone Springs Meadery
E-mail: brd_hef@yahoo.com

Brotherhood Winery

PO Box 190
Washingtonville, NY 10992
Bus: (845) 496-3663
E-mail: bhw.colleen@gmail.com

Brothers Drake Meadery
26 E 5th Ave
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Columbus, OH 43201
Bus: (614) 388-8765
E-mail: info@brothersdrake.com

Greely, CO 80631
Bus: (970) 356-0516
E-mail: info@crabtreebrewing.com

c

Crafted Artisan Meadery

Camas Prairie Winery

110 S Main St
Moscow, ID 83843
Bus: (208) 882-0214
E-mail: winemaker@camasprairiewinery.com

Cascade Winery

4665 Broadmoor
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
Bus: (616) 656-4665
E-mail: bob@cascadecellars.com

1189 State Rte 43
Mogadore, OH 44260
Bus: (330) 618-5050
E-mail: info@craftedmead.com

Cumberland Brewery

1576 Bardstown Rd
Louisville, KY 40205-1154
Bus: (502) 458-8727

d
Dadeez Bees Apiary and Meadery

600 W 58th Ave Ste B Anchorage, AK
99518 Bus: (907) 250-8362
E-mail: meads@gci.net

PO Box 90832
Portland, OR 97290
Bus: (503) 772-3565
E-mail: info@triskelecorporation.
com

Chateau Lorane

Dancing Bee Winery

Chaucer’s Cellars

Depoe Bay Winery

Celestial Meads

PO Box 47
Lorane, OR 97451
Bus: (541) 942-8028
E-mail: info@chateaulorane.com
3535 N Main St
Soquel, CA 95073
Bus: (831) 475-2258
E-mail: customerservice@bargetto.
com

Chrisman Mill Vineyards

2308 Sir Barton Way Ste 190 Lexington, KY 40509
Bus: (859) 881-5007
E-mail: chrismanmill@aol.com

Colony Meadery

905 Harrison St Ste 115
Allentown, PA 18103
Bus: (855) 632-3669
E-mail: info@thecolonymeadery.com

Colorado Cellars Winery

3553 E Rd
Palisade, CO 81526
Bus: (970) 464-7921
E-mail: info@coloradocellars.com

Crabtree Brewing Co
625 3d St #D

8060 E US Hwy 190
Rogers, TX 76569
Bus: (254) 983-2337
E-mail: info@dancingbeewinery.com
PO Box 1492
Depoe Bay, OR 97341
Bus: (541) 765-3311
E-mail: depoebaywinery@yahoo.com

Dithyramb Winery and Meadery
8312 E Briarwood Blvd
Centennial, CO 80112
Bus: (720) 529-3846
E-mail: info@dithyrambwinery.com

Dogfish Head Brewery

#6 Cannery Village Center
Milton, DE 19968
Bus: (302) 684-1000 x2112
E-mail: info@dogfishalehouse.com

Dragon Meadery LLC

Aurora, CO 80013
Bus: (720) 371-1970
E-mail: dragonmeadery@comcast.
net

Dragonmead

14600 E 11 Mile Rd
Warren, MI 48089

Bus: (586) 776-9428
E-mail: sales@dragonmead.com

Bus: (360) 385-6899
E-mail: info@fairwindswinery.com

Dragon’s Lair Country Wines &
Meads

Falcon Meadery

6714 1/2 Lake Grove St
SW Lakewood, WA 98499
Bus: (253) 537-1050
E-mail: info@dragonslairmeads.com

e
Earle Estates Meadery

2770 State Route 14
Penn Yan, NY 14527
Bus: (315) 536-1210
E-mail: meadery@eznet.net

Easley Winery

205 N College Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46202
Bus: (317) 636-4516
E-mail: info@easleywinery.com

Elsa Wine & Mead

625 W Katella Ave #23
Orange, CA 92867
Bus: (714) 639-6323

Empire Winery & Destillery
11807 Little Rd
New Port Richey, FL 34654
Bus: (727) 819-2821

Enat Winery

910 81st Ave Ste #18
Oakland, CA 94621
Bus: (510) 632-6629
E-mail: hhou723489@aol.com

Enchanted Manor Winery

37615 FM 1774
Magnolia, TX 77355
Bus: (281) 770-0710
E-mail: jon@enchantedmanorwinery.com

Enlightenment Wines

Clintondale, NY 12515
E-mail: raphael@enlightenmentwines.com

f
Fairwinds Winery

1984 Hastings Ave W
Port Townsend, WA 98368

PO Box 5947
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Bus: (505) 819-8323

Farm & Winery, Hill Top Berry
2800 Berry Hill Rd Nellysford, VA
Bus: (434) 361-1266
E-mail: hilltop1@ntelos.net

Florida Orange Groves Winery
1500 Pasadena Ave S
St Petersburg, FL 33707
Bus: (800) 338-7923
E-mail: info@floridawine.com

Four Quarters Meadery

190 Walker Lane
Artemas, PA 17211
Bus: (814) 784-3080
E-mail: pjalthouse@gmail.com

Fox Hill Meadery

33 Selby Court
Marshall, NC 28753
Bus: (703) 298-4705
E-mail: mead@foxhillmead.com

Full Circle Brewing Co

620 F St
Fresno, CA 93706
Bus: (559) 264-6323
E-mail: fullcirclebrewingco@comcast.net

g
Golden Coast Mead

4216 Copeland Pl
San Diego, CA 92116
E-mail: frankgolbeck@goldencoastmead.com

Great Cats Meadery

Clemmons, NC
E-mail: torahanjyuu+kumaltygris@
gmail.com

Green River Ambrosia

324 Wells St
Greenfield, MA 01301
E-mail: info@greenriverambrosia.
com

Groennfell Meadery

856 Hercules Dr, Ste 20
Colchester, VT 05446
Bus: (802) 497-2345
E-mail: info@groennfell.com

H
Haight-Brown Vineyards

29 Chestnut Hill Rd
Litchfield, CT 06759
Bus: (860) 567-4045
E-mail: info@haightvineyards.com

Heidrun Meadery

PO Box 208
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956
Bus: (415) 663-9122
E-mail: info@heidrunmeadery.com

Helderberg Meadworks

990 W Duane Lake Rd
Duanesburg, NY 12056
Bus: (518) 795-8964
E-mail: peter@helderbergmeadworks.com

Hellbender Meadery

3812 State Hwy KK
Rogersville, MO 65742
Bus: (417) 429-4985
E-mail: caitlyn@hellbendermeadery.
com

Heritage Wines International

640 W. 158th St
New York, NY
Bus: (888) 835-2986
E-mail: info@theheritagewines.com

Hermit Woods Wine

56 Taylor Rd
Sanbornton, NH 03269
Bus: (603) 253-7968
E-mail: bob@hermitwoods.com

Hidden Legend Winery

1345 Hwy 93 N #5
Victor, MT 59875
Bus: (406) 363-6323
E-mail: ken@hiddenlegendwinery.
com

Hierophant Meadery
Liberty Lake, WA
Bus: (208) 405-8338
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E-mail: contact@hierophantmeadery.com

Austin, TX 78744
Bus: (512) 707-0099

E-mail: wines@lakewoodvineyards.
com

Hive Winery

Isaaks of Salem

Laural Highlands Meadery

j

Linganore Wine Cellars

1220 W Jack D Drive Ste 2
Layton, UT 84041
Bus: (801) 546-1997
E-mail: josh@thehivewinery.com

homebrewchemist

E-mail: info@homebrewchemist.com

Honey Moon Mead

PO Box 2701
Bellingham, WA 98227
Bus: (360) 734-0728
E-mail: contact@honeymoonmead.
net

Honey Run Winery

2309 Park Ave
Chico, CA 95928
Bus: (530) 345-6405
E-mail: honeyrun@honeyrun.com

Honeyjack Meadery

9769 W 119th Dr Bay 7
Broomfield, CO 80020
Bus: (303) 709-7422
E-mail: jimmy@honeyjack.com

Honeywood Winery

1350 Hines St SE Salem, OR
Bus: (800) 726-4101

Hoodsport Winery

N 23501 Hwy 101
Hoodsport, WA 98548
Bus: (360) 877-9894
E-mail: wine@hoodsport.com

Salem, MA
Bus: (401) 290-8256
E-mail: ian@isaaksofsalem.com

James Arthur Vineyards

2001 W Raymond Rd
Raymond, NE 68428
Bus: (402) 783-5255
E-mail: javwines@windstream.net

Jilbert Winery

1496 Columbia Rd
Valley City, OH 44280
Bus: (216) 781-4120
E-mail: dbjilbert@aol.com

k
Kenco Farms

PO Box 454
Sutton, WV 26601
Bus: (304) 765-7680
E-mail: kencofarms@rtol.net

Kookoolan World Meadery

15713 Hwy 47
Yamhill, OR 97148
Bus: (503) 730-7535
E-mail: kookoolan@gmail.com

Kuhnhenn Brewing Co
5919 Chicago Rd
Warren, Mi 48092
Bus: (586) 979-8361

Greensburg, PA 15601
Bus: (724) 249-6323
E-mail: Meadmaker@LHMead.com
13601 GlissansMill Rd
Mt Airey, MD 21771-8599
Bus: (410) 795-6432
E-mail: info@linganorewines.com

Long Island Meadery

1347 Lincoln Ave Ste 11
Holbrook, NY 11741
Bus: (631) 285-7469
E-mail: info@LIMeadery.com

Long Trout Winery

84 Fork Mountain Rd
Auburn, PA 17922
Bus: (570) 366-6443
E-mail: askthehippies@longtroutwinery.com

Lost Tribes Brew

Bus: (888) 582-7397
E-mail: info@losttribesbrew.com

Louisville Mead Company

3028 Dartmouth Ave
Louisville, KY 40205
E-mail: louisvillemeadcompany@
gmail.com

Luna de Miel

l

Salinas, CA 93901
Bus: (805) 985-7229
E-mail: david@ghbrands.com

404 Immigrant Trail
Severance, CO 80550
Bus: (970) 590-6059
E-mail: kim@huntersmoonmeadery.
com

La Buena Vida Vineyards

m

Hydomiel Apidoro

L’Abeille Honey Winery

Hunters Moon Meadery

2212 Calle Parana
Ponce, PR 00758
E-mail: apidoro@aol.com

416 E College St
Grapevine, TX 76051
Bus: (817) 481-9463
E-mail: adam@labuenavida.com
638 S Main St
Stowe, VT 05672
Bus: (802) 253-2929

Lakewood Vineyards

i
Independence Brewing Co
3913 Todd Lane #607
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4024 State Rte 14
Watkins Glen, NY 14891
Bus: (607) 535-9252

Mace Mead Works

250 E Main St
Dayton, WA 99328
Bus: (509) 540-0000
E-mail: reggie@macemeadworks.
com

Magpie Farms Winery

1849 State Hwy 41
Bainbridge, NY 13733
Bus: (607) 639-4400
E-mail: magpie@magpiemead.com

Maine Mead Works

51 Washington Ave Portland, ME
04101 Bus: (207) 773-6323

Manatawny Creek Winery

227 Levengood Rd Douglasville, PA
19518
Bus: (610) 689-9804
E-mail: manatawny@aol.com

Maple River Winery

628 Front St
Cassleton, ND 58012
Bus: (701) 347-5900
E-mail: greg@mapleriverwinery.com

McPhee Meadery

PNW Puget Sound
E-mail: bertharvey@mcpheemeadery.com

Meadery of the Rockies
3701 G Rd
Palisade, CO 81526
Bus: (970) 464-7899

Meadery, New Day

1102 Prospect St
Indianapolis, IN 46203
Bus: (888) 632-3379

Medovina

PO Box 629
Niwot, CO 80544
Bus: (303) 845-3090
E-mail: mead@medovina.com

Meniru Meadery

5868 Fulton Dr NW
Canton, OH 44718
Bus: (330) 244-8515
E-mail: menirumeadery@hotmail.
com

Meridian Hive Meadery

PO Box 1363
Pflugville, TX 78691
Bus: (512) 417-3769
E-mail: meridianhive@gmail.com

Michigan Meadery

Grand Rapids, MI
Bus: (616) 301-9686
E-mail: david@michiganmeadery.
com

Mike’s Meadery

LaGrange, IN

Minnestalgia Winery

PO BOX 86 McGregor, MN 55760
Bus: (866) 768-2533

Misty Mountain Meadworks

1531 Pack Horse Rd
Winchester, VA 22603
Bus: (540) 888-4420
E-mail: info@mistymountainmead.
com

Mobtown Mead

Baltimore, MD
E-mail: mobtownmead@gmail.com

Modern Craft Winery

2760 E Booth Rd
Au Gres, MI 48703
Bus: (989) 876-0270
E-mail: moderncraftsocialmedia@
gmail.com

Monks Mead

265 B Newton Bridge Rd
Athens, GA 30607
E-mail: info@monksmead.com

Montezuma Winery

2981 Auburn Rd
Seneca Falls, NY 13148
Bus: (315) 568-8190
E-mail: info@montezumawinery.com

Moonlight Meadery

23 Londonderry Rd #17
Londonderry, NH 03053
Bus: (603) 216-2162
E-mail: info@moonlightmeadery.com

Moonstruck Meadery

2221 Madison St
Bellevue, NE 68005
Bus: (402) 934-7544
E-mail: brian@moonstruckmead.
com

Mount Felix Vineyard & Winery

Bus: (503) 256-3233
E-mail: meadman@citlink.net

Mountain View Meadery

PO Box 370
Lench Valley, Tasmania, Australia
7008 Bus: (61) 0408 331 165
E-mail: info@tasmeads.com.au

Mt Hood Meadery

Washougal, WA
E-mail: cschloe@gmail.com

Mystic Meadery

1650 Judson Dr
Longmont, CO 80501
E-mail: mysticmeadery@gmail.com

n
Nani Moon Mead

PO Box 939
Kapa’a, Kaua’i, HI 96746
Bus: (808) 823-0486
E-mail: nanimoonmeadinfo@gmail.
com

Nashoba Valley Winery

100 Wattaquadock Hill Rd
Bolton, MA 01740
Bus: (978) 779-5521
E-mail: email@nashobawinery.com

Nectar Creek Honeywine

33848 SE Eastgate Circle
Corvallis, OR 97333
Bus: (541) 760-1592
E-mail: info@nectarcreekhoneywine.
com

Nector of the Gods Meadery

1205 NE 2d St
Bend, OR 97701
Bus: (937) 478-1718
E-mail: info@nectarofthegodsmeadery.com

Northwest Mountain Winery

2000 Level Rd
Havre de Grace, MD 21078
Bus: (410) 939-0913
E-mail: mary@mountfelix.com

2825 Marvin Rd NE Ste Q
Olympia, WA 98516
Bus: (360) 464-7125
E-mail: raycurtis@nwmountainwine.
com

Mountain Meadows Mead

o

PO Box 1199
Westwood, CA 96137

Obec Medovina
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E-mail: mike@obecmedovina.com

Oliver Winery

8024 N State Rte 37
Bloomington, IN 47404
Bus: (812) 876-5800
E-mail: admin@oliverwinery.com

Orchid Cellar Winery

8546 Pete Wiles Rd
Middletown, MD 21769
Bus: (301) 473-3568
E-mail: info@orchidcellar.com

p
Pirtle Winery

502 Spring St
Weston, MO 64098 Bus: (816) 6405278

Prairieberry Winery

Bus: (605) 574-3898
E-mail: info@prairieberry.com

Prawlocki’s Stout Viking Mead

Del Ray Beach, FL 33445
Bus: (407) 922-5562
E-mail: info@leviathanfinearts.com

r
Rabbit’s Foot Meadery
1246 Birchwood Dr
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Bus: (408) 747-0770

Raftshol Vineyards

2320 OSU Dr
Mewport, OR 97365
Bus: (541) 867-3660
E-mail: joe.rogue@rogue.com

Rohan Meadery

6002 FM 2981
La Grange, TX 78945
Bus: (979) 249-5652
E-mail: wendy@rohanmeadery.com

Salt Point Meadery

Royal Court Meadery

Sheboygan, WI 53081
Bus: (574) 971-7515
E-mail: jestingthreads@gmail.com

1180 Shafter Ave
San Francisco, CA 94124
Bus: (415) 819-4947
E-mail: sara@sfmead.com

s

Sandhill Crane Vineyards

Sap House Meadery

PO Box 595
Center Ossipee, NH 03814
Bus: (603) 539-1672
E-mail: matt@saphousemeadery.com

Schramm’s Mead

1545 McManus
Troy, MI 48084
Bus: (248) 816-1592
E-mail: info@schrammsmead.com

Shady Grove Meadery

709 Norris Freeway
Lake City, TN 37769
Bus: (865) 426-4900
E-mail: meadguy@shadygrovemead.
com

1865 N West Bay Shore Dr
Suttons Bay, MI 49682
Bus: (231) 271-5650
E-mail: warren@raftsholvineyards.
com

Shalom Orchard

Redstone Meadery

Shields Demesne Winery

4700 Pearl St #2-A
Boulder, CO 80301
Bus: (720) 406-1215
E-mail: info@redstonemeadery.com

Ring of Fire Meadery

178 E Bunnell St
Homer, AK 99603
Bus: (907) 235-2656
E-mail: ringoffiremeadery@alaska.
net

Rogue Ales
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s Redmond, WA 98052
Bus: (425) 242-3815
E-mail: glenda@skyriverbrewing.
com E-mail 2: denice@skyriverbrewing.com

Route 200, 158 Eastbook Rd
Franklin, ME 04634
Bus: (207) 565-2312
E-mail: info@shalomorchard.com
374 Smith Creek Rd
Spraggs, PA 15362
Bus: (724) 435-7246
E-mail: contact@shieldswinery.com

Skep & Skein Tavern & Meadery

2106 Harrison Ave NW Ste B14
Olympia, WA 98502
Bus: (360) 292-4400
E-mail: skepandskein@comcast.net

Sky River Winery

14270 Woodinville-Redmond Rd NE

Salt Point, NY
E-mail: SPM@saltpointmeadery.com

San Francisco Mead Company

4724 Walz Rd
Jackson, MI 49201
Bus: (517) 764-0679
E-mail: heather@sandhillcranevineyards.com

Spruce Mountain Meadery

Larkspur, CO
Bus: (719) 351-4909
E-mail: Information@SpruceMountainMeadery.com

Spurgeon Vineyards and Winery
16008 Pine Tree Rd Highland, WI
53543 Bus: (608) 929-7692
E-mail: info@spurgeonvineyards.
com

St Ambrose Cellars

971 S Pioneer Rd
Beulah, MI 49617
Bus: (888) 912-0017
E-mail: zydecogroove@yahoo.com

Starrlight Mead

4606 Stllliview Dr
Durham, NC 27712
Bus: (919) 533-6314
E-mail: info@starrlightmead.com

Stonekeep Meadery

Boyertown, PA
Bus: (610) 743-8693
E-mail: info@stonekeepmeadery.com

Strad Meadery

430 Scenic Vista Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
E-mail: dan@stradmead.com

Sugar Clay Winery & Vineyards

1446 240th Ave
Thurman, IA 51654
Bus: (712) 628-2020
E-mail: sugarclaywinery@iowatelecom.net

Summerside Vineyards Winery &
Meadery

Grand Lakes o’the Cherokees 441251
E Historic Route 66 Vinita, OK 74301
Bus: (918) 256-3000
E-mail: wine@summersidevineyards.
com

Superior Lakes Mead & Wine

36241 Jefferson
Harrison Twp, MI 48045
Bus: (586) 231-9501
E-mail: aaron@superiorlakes.com

Superstition Meadery

120 West Gurley Street Cellar-1
Prescott, Arizona 86301
Bus: (480) 296-4212
E-mail: superstitionmeadery@hotmail.com

t
Table Mountain Vineyards

Box 24
Huntley, WY 82218
Bus: (307) 459-0233
E-mail: info@tablemountainvineyards.com

Texas Mead Works

5151 FM 20
Seguin, TX 78155
Bus: (830) 379-9463
E-mail: info@texasmeadworks.com

Thistle Meadery

Gawler, S. Australia
E-mail: thistlemeadery@gmail.com

Tomahawk Mill Vineyards &
Winery

9221 Anderson Mill Rd
Chatham, VA 24531
Bus: (434) 432-1063
E-mail: tomahawk@gamewood.net

u
Urban Farm Fermentory

200 Anderson St Bay 4
Portland, ME 04101
Bus: (207) 773-8331
E-mail: uffcontact@gmail.com

v
Valley Vineyards

2276 E US 22 & 3
Morrow, OH 45152
Bus: (513) 899-2485
E-mail: info@valleyvineyards.com

E-mail: wines@winehaven.com

Woodstone Creek Winery & Distillery

3641 Newton Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45207
Bus: (513) 569-0300
E-mail: woodstonecreek@yahoo.com

Volcano Winery

35 Pii Mauna Dr
Volcano, HI 96785
Bus: (808) 967-7772
E-mail: info@volcanowinery.com

Von Jakob’s Vineyard

1309 Sadler Rd
Pomona, IL 62975
Bus: (618) 893-4500
E-mail: info@vonjakobvineyard.com

w
Walton’s Mountain Winery &
Vineyards
PO Box 526
West Point, CA 95255
Bus: (209) 293-4010
E-mail: winery@flojobrew.com

White Winter Winery

68323A Lea St
Iron River, WI 54847
Bus: (715) 372-5656
E-mail: jon@whitewinter.com

Wild Blossom Meadery & Winery
10033 S Western Ave Chicago, IL
60643
Bus: (773) 233-7579
E-mail: greg@bev-art.com

Wills Winery

814 S. Main St Ste 3
Lapeer, MI 48446
Bus: (810) 245-9463
E-mail: theowners@lapeerwinery.
com

Winehaven Winery & Vineyrd
9757 292d St
Chisago City, MN 55013
Bus: (651) 257-1017
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